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Different methods were compared for constructing models of the behavior of a prototype intermetallic
compound, nickel aluminide, for use in radiation hydrodynamics simulations of shock wave generation by
ablation induced by laser energy. The models included the equation of state, ionization, and radiation opacity.
The methods of construction were evaluated by comparing the results of simulations of an ablatively generated
shock wave in a sample of the alloy. The most accurate simulations were obtained using the “constant number
density” mixture model to calculate the equation of state and opacity, and Thomas-Fermi ionization. This
model is consistent with that found to be most accurate for simulations of ablatively shocked elements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The intermetallic compound nickel aluminide(NiAl ) is of
interest as a prototype material exhibiting elastic anisotropy,
for studies of the effect of a grain boundary on the propaga-
tion of a shock wave[1]. In the past, the response of material
to dynamic loading was interpreted using empirical models,
usually assuming homogeneous isotropic behavior. While
these simple models have been found adequate to describe
many bulk properties, they have contributed little to under-
standing of the underlying physics of processes which are
highly nonlinear in the material state, such as fracture,
chemical reactions, and shear bands. These phenomena are
affected by heterogeneities in the material including aniso-
tropy in response between grains of different crystal orienta-
tion, and by the presence of the grain boundaries themselves.
We have performed experiments in which spatially and tem-
porally resolved measurements were made of the velocity
and displacement at the surface of NiAl samples as a shock
wave arrived[2]. In order to capture the shock arrival with
adequate time resolution, the TRIDENT laser was used to
induce the shock wave by ablative loading of the sample; in
this way, the uncertainty in arrival time associated with im-
pact events was greatly reduced. However, in order to inter-
pret the dynamic data and in particular the microstructure
measured in recovered NiAl specimens, it is necessary to
determine the loading history experienced at each point in
the sample.

A logical approach is to simulate each experiment, using
the measured irradiance history of the laser in radiation hy-
drodynamics simulations of the response of the sample. The

material models must be valid for the solid material in the
stress and time range explored, and also for the expanding
plasma produced by the ablation process. Although consid-
erable research has been performed on models for simulating
the laser ablation of elements, very little has been published
on the ablation of compounds. We have previously devel-
oped models for the response of solid NiAl and tested them
against shock waves induced by the impact of flyer plates
[3]. Here we describe models applicable to the plasma region
of the problem, and compare them with a typical ablative
loading experiment.

II. ABLATIVE LOADING EXPERIMENTS

To set the material models in context, we discuss the de-
sign of the laser-induced shock experiments and the method
used to simulate them.

A. Experimental configuration

Experiments were performed using the TRIDENT facility
at Los Alamos, a neodymium-glass laser with a fundamental
wavelength of 1054 nm. The master oscillator was operated
in nanosecond mode, in which the pulse delivered to the
target was composed of up to 13 elements of 180 ps dura-
tion. The intensity of each element is controlled indepen-
dently, allowing considerable flexibility in controlling the ir-
radiance history. The infrared pulse was frequency doubled
to 527 nm(green) to improve the coupling efficiency to mat-
ter. At this wavelength, the two main beams could each de-
liver up to ,250 J, and the third beam up to,50 J. One of
the main beams was used to drive the samples. The total
energy and irradiance history were measured on each shot by
extracting a small fraction of the laser drive by reflection
from an uncoated window. The magnitude and time history
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were recorded using a calorimeter and a fast photodiode,
respectively. The fractional energy measurement was cali-
brated to give the total energy by performing a series of
experiments in which the energy reaching the center of the
target chamber was measured with a second calorimeter. In
this way, the total pulse energy was usually determined to
±1 J.

The raw beam from the amplifier chain had significant
spatial variation. A Fresnel zone plate was used to distribute
the laser energy more uniformly across the focal spot. As
designed, this diffractive optical element would convert a
perfectly focused spot to a disk of 4 mm diameter containing
85% of the laser light(with the remaining energy contained
in higher-order rings further from the center of the disk).
However, undiffracted light produced a hot spot at the center
of the disk. The final focusing lens was shifted 6 mm from
best focus to eliminate the hot spot; this produced a disk
5 mm in diameter. The defocusing process introduced a
slight spatial variation of order 1% in irradiance, but this was
not found to introduce any measurable variation in shock
pressure.

In each experiment, the planar sample was irradiated on
one side over a region 5 mm in diameter, and the velocity
history was measured on the opposite side(Fig. 1). Each
sample was an oriented crystal of NiAl, and in some experi-
ments pairs of crystals of different orientation were exposed
simultaneously to the laser drive. Samples were typically a
few hundred microns thick and were wide enough to fill the
region irradiated by the laser, with a margin of<1–2 mm by
which they were held in a reusable clamp. Except at the
highest drive energies, the samples remained in the clamp
and were recovered for postshot metallography. The use of a
clamp meant that the samples were decelerated by their
edges, resulting in some bending of recovered specimens.
The bending was quantified during the postshot analysis by
orientation-imaging electron microscopy, and was reduced in
some experiments by mounting the sample against a release
window to make the deceleration closer to planar.

The velocity history of the surface opposite the irradiated
side was measured by laser Doppler velocimetry, using an

imaging interferometer of the VISAR type[4]. Spatially dis-
tributed interference fringes were set up, and their motion
recorded using two optical streak cameras. A pulsed 660 nm
laser provided illumination for the VISAR. For the experi-
ment reported here, the magnification through the VISAR
system gave a field of view of 1.6 mm over 600 pixels on the
charge-coupled device recording camera. The sweep period
of the streak cameras was set to 16 and 37 ns, measured
using a series of timing fiducials 2 ns apart. The velocity
sensitivity of the VISAR was 800 m/s per fringe. The fringe
pattern was converted to velocity by following the extrema
as a function of time; velocity changes were thus multiplexed
with position. Velocities were inferred at constant positions
on the surface by interpolating between extrema. Typical ve-
locity uncertainties were,5% for an individual fringe,
dominated by camera noise and diffraction rings in the opti-
cal path, which limited the accuracy of the fringe-following
algorithm. The accuracy was improved by smoothing over
adjacent fringes or temporal slices. Smoothing functions al-
lowed linear variation in space or time, so the temporal reso-
lution was not reduced significantly by this process. The time
delay for light arriving through the slow leg of the interfer-
ometer was 0.4 ns, so care was taken when attempting to
interpret sub-nanosecond features with this étalon.

B. Simulations

Microstructural changes such as dislocation populations
and cracking were investigated by analysis of the recovered
samples; the results of this analysis will be described sepa-
rately. In order to interpret microstructural features in terms
of the loading history experienced by the sample, the mea-
sured irradiance history was used in simulations of the laser
drive process. The calculated free surface velocity history
was compared with the experimental measurement to check
the accuracy of the material models used in the simulations.

The simulations required radiation hydrodynamics and
plasma properties to treat the ablation process, and detailed
continuum mechanics incorporating single-crystal plasticity
to treat shock propagation in the solid sample. These differ-
ent regimes are rarely implemented in the same computer
program. We used the radiation hydrocodeHYADES [5] with
no strength model to simulate the ablation process, and ex-
tracted the pressure history a small Lagrangian distance(ini-
tially 1 mm) from the ablation surface. The pressure history
was used as an applied stress boundary condition in con-
tinuum mechanics simulations using the hydrocodeLAGC

[6]. The sample thickness was much less than the diameter of
the laser spot, so these simulations were justifiably per-
formed in one spatial dimension: resolving the direction
through the thickness of the sample. This approach has been
used previously for simulations of ablatively loaded elements
[7].

In the simulations, the response of the material was rep-
resented by models for thermomechanical and transport
properties. On time scales long enough that nonequilibrium
effects can be ignored, these properties depend on the mass
densityr and temperatureT (or specific internal energye),
and composition. Both computer programs used material

FIG. 1. Schematic cross section of laser drive experiments.
Samples were 200–400mm thick; focal spot was 5 mm in
diameter.
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properties tabulated in the SESAME format[8], though with
different units. The thermo-mechanical response was de-
scribed by pressure and energy equations of state
hp,ejsr ,Td and their derivatives; the transport properties in-
cluded electrical and thermal conductivitieshse,sTjsr ,Td
and radiation opacities(Planck and Rosseland means)
hsP,sRjsr ,Td.

The physical considerations required in constructing a
material model accurate for condensed matter and for the
plume of ablation plasma are different, and it is frequently
difficult to construct a model valid in both regions because of
the added complication of linking regions of different as-
sumptions and approximations smoothly. In the radiation hy-
drodynamics simulations, the computational domain was
split into a region 1mm thick at the ablation surface in
which the material models were chosen with a reasonable
expectation of accuracy in the plasma regime, and a region
comprising the rest of the sample in which the model of the
equation of state(EOS) was chosen to be accurate in the
condensed regime. In the relatively thin “ablation region,” it
was also desirable for the EOS to be reasonably accurate for
condensed material, though greater inaccuracy could be tol-
erated than for the bulk of the sample.

The size of the ablation region was chosen to include
more material than was actually ablated by the laser pulse,
but to be thin compared with the sample itself. The amount
of material ablated depends on the laser energy, the irradi-
ance, and the nature of the material(its composition and
porosity). For the regime explored here, simulations have
shown that less than 1mm of the sample is ablated; such
predictions have been confirmed experimentally from the
thickness or radial profile of recovered samples. Most shock
wave samples used at TRIDENT have been tens to hundreds
of microns thick, so 1mm was chosen as a standard thick-
ness for the ablation region in the simulations. Calculation-
ally, the loading induced by ablation was thus applied first to
the residual solid material in the ablation region, before be-
ing transmitted to the bulk material modeled with the more
accurate solid EOS. If the plasma EOS is less accurate for
the solid, there is likely to be an impedance mismatch be-
tween these two solid regions. As long as the transit time of
waves in the residual ablation region is short compared with
the important temporal structures in the laser pulse, pressure
equilibration can occur and the states transmitted to the bulk
solid should be accurate. The sensitivity to the size of the
ablation region was investigated by performing simulations
for thicknesses of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0mm. Oscillations were
observed in the pressure history within the ablation region as
equilibration occurred; as long as these oscillations were fil-
tered out, the applied pressure history was the same in all
cases.

III. MODELS OF ALLOY PROPERTIES

For alloys, particularly near-stoichiometric compositions,
it is often the case that the EOS and elasticity can be pre-
dicted theoretically, using techniques such asab initio quan-
tum mechanics to calculate the ground state energy of the
electrons and hence the relationship between pressure and

compression. This was the case for NiAl, where anab initio
EOS was predicted and tested against shock wave experi-
ments [3]. In contrast, accurate measurements of the EOS
and transport properties of material in states relevant to the
ablation plume are less readily available.

A. Continuum mixture models

A commonly used approach for predicting the properties
of the vapor and plasma(and indeed the solid) is to average
the properties of the constituent elements: as elements are
finite in number, their properties have often been established
at least approximately and are available in various forms
[8,9]. With two independent variablesr andT, the averaging
of element properties for a compound or alloy can be accom-
plished in many different ways, i.e., through many possible
mixture models. For compounds, the component atoms are
intimately mixed on the scale of the simulations, so the mod-
els should represent homogeneous mixing of the species. For
homogeneous mixing, the composition is specified naturally
as the set of mass fractionshmij or atom fractionshNij of
each speciei. A standard procedure used in constructing
SESAME equations of state for mixtures involves models
developed for heterogeneous mixtures; these models were
also investigated as they were considered likely to be more
accurate for condensed matter. For heterogeneous mixtures,
it is meaningful to consider the composition in terms of the
set of species volume fractionshvij, though mass fractions
can be used instead. There is no particular reason why any of
these models should be accurate for compounds, where the
electronic structure of each component may be altered sig-
nificantly from that occurring in the element. A manifestation
of the electronic structure is the crystal type of the com-
pound: NiAl adopts the CsCl structure[10], whereas pure Ni
and Al are both face-centered cubic.

The heterogeneous mixture models assumed either that
the compression applied to the alloy was applied equally to
regions of each pure element, or that the volume fractions
hvij were adjusted for pressure equilibrium. The “equal pres-
sure” model is physically more plausible, at least for a het-
erogeneous mixture. A homogeneous mixture model com-
monly used for low pressure gases is “partial pressures”[11],
here extended to apply to all EOS and transport properties as
well as pressure, as has been applied previously to mixed-
species astrophysical plasmas[12]. In the partial pressures
model, each specie is considered in turn and its mass density
used to calculate a contribution to the material properties; the
contribution from each component is added to predict the
properties of the mixture. This model is reasonable when the
mean free path of the atoms is comparable with or larger
than the size of the sample; it is very inaccurate for dense
samples. For plasmas of around 1% of solid density or
greater, more accurate predictions were obtained by consid-
ering each specie in turn, assuming that all atoms in the
material were of that type, and calculating the properties; the
properties of the mixture were obtained from a weighted av-
erage using the atom fractionNi of each specie[14]. This
model is referred to as “constant number density”(Table I).

Each model was used to calculate an EOS in SESAME
tabular format. The homogeneous models were used to cal-
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culate opacities, again in SESAME format. A simple mea-
sure of the accuracy of each model is to calculate the mass
density at standard temperature and pressure(STP). This was
done using SESAME EOS for Ni(table 3101) and Al (table
3719) [8] (Table II). The equal compression model was rea-
sonably accurate and the partial pressures model poor. All
except for the partial pressures model were applied in the
ablation layer of the radiation hydrodynamics simulations.

B. Constructions for specific composition

In principle a more physically justifiable and hence poten-
tially more accurate way to proceed is to calculate properties
as rigorously as possible for the specific composition of in-
terest. This approach may be too computationally demanding
if the local composition changes during the simulation, e.g.,
if species diffuse at significantly different rates, requiring
calculations to be performed of the instantaneous mixture
properties at each location in the simulation. Differential dif-
fusion may occur at some level in the ablation plume, but
was ignored in the present work.

The EOS of solid NiAl was predicted usingab initio
quantum mechanics of the CsCl structure[3] which is the
structure observed to occur at STP. This is an example of
composition-specific construction, but as the quantum me-
chanical method predicted accurate electron ground states of
a periodic lattice, it was not suitable for the low density
plasma regime where the material was a tenuous, ionized
fluid.

A prescription has been used to generate SESAME EOS
for mixtures [8], comprising Thomas-Fermi-Dirac calcula-
tions with additive volume mixing at high compressions,

shock wave data from ambient to the limit of the shock data,
and average atom Lennard-Jones for the vapor region, with
Grüneisen’s approximation and a Debye treatment of the
thermal contribution. This prescription was applied to NiAl,
using the shock Hugoniot predicted from theab initio quan-
tum mechanical EOS and the observed melting temperature.
The computer program used to calculate the EOS had a nu-
merical instability in the algorithm used to make Maxwell
constructions through the liquid/vapor region, normally re-
quiring significant manual intervention to correct, so Max-
well constructions were omitted to leave van der Waals loops
in the EOS[11].

The “QEOS” prescription[13] was also used. QEOS in-
cludes a set of general rules for the form of the EOS in
different regimes, constructed by comparing the observed or
calculated behavior of many different materials. QEOS was
embedded within theHYADES program, so it was not used to
generate a separate EOS for evaluation.

IV. COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE

The different methods of calculating properties for NiAl
were evaluated by comparing their performance when ap-
plied to problems exploring different aspects of their behav-
ior. The EOS were compared first against shock wave data,
which involves only the mechanical response with no contri-
bution from transport properties in the regime considered.
The combined mechanical and transport behavior was com-
pared through simulations of the material pressure induced
near the drive surface by laser ablation. The combined prop-
erties were also investigated by comparing against free sur-
face velocity data from laser ablation experiments on rela-
tively thick samples in which the shock wave decayed before
reaching the free surface.

A. Principal shock Hugoniot

The EOS were used to calculate the principal shock
Hugoniot — the locus of states reached from the STP state
by the passage of a shock wave of a given strength — by
solving the Rankine-Hugoniot relations for the conservation
of mass, momentum, and energy across a steady shock wave
[15]:

TABLE I. Models used for constructing NiAl properties from those of constituent elements.Ai is the
atomic mass of speciei. The opacity has dimensionsslengthd2/ smassd, so the weighting used in the constant
number density model is the mass fraction rather than the atom fraction.

Model Component state EOS Transport

Heterogeneous

Equal pressure ri :pisri ,Td equal p=pi ∀ i s=omisisri ,Td
Equal compression ri =rr0i /r0 p=ovipisri ,Td s=omisisri ,Td

Homogeneous

Partial pressures ri =mir p=opisri ,Td s=osisri ,Td
Constant number density ri =Arin

:n=romi /Ari

p=oNipisri ,Td s=omisisri ,Td

TABLE II. Comparison of STP mass density predicted from
continuum mixture models.

Model Mass densitysg/cm3d

Equal compression 5.997

Equal pressures 4.143

Partial pressures 10.347

Constant number density 5.182

Experiment 5.912
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us
2 = v0

2p − p0

v0 − v
, s1d

up = Îfsp − p0dsv0 − vdg, s2d

e= e0 + 1
2sp + p0dsv0 − vd, s3d

where us is the shock speed andup the piston or particle
speed of material behind the shock with respect to the un-
shocked material, andv=1/r is specific volume. Bilinear
interpolation was used to interpret the tabular EOS. The par-
tial pressure EOS was not used, because its mass density at
STP was insufficiently accurate. The shock Hugoniots were
compared with experimental data, obtained from flyer im-
pact experimentsf3g.

All of the continuum mixture models were significantly
softer than the experimental data(Fig. 2). The equal com-
pression model was the best and the equal pressure the worst.
As reported previously[3], theab initio quantum mechanical
model passed within the estimated uncertainty of almost ev-
ery experimental point, and notable within all the points of
smallest error. The EOS constructed according to the
SESAME prescription matched theab initio EOS to high
accuracy, as it should since the shock Hugoniot from the
latter was used in the construction of the EOS(Fig. 3).

The comparison of shock Hugoniots demonstrates the im-
portance of an accurate treatment of the electronic structure,
and the degree to which it changes between heterogeneous
mixtures and the formation of intermetallic compounds. It is
also interesting to note that, of the heterogeneous continuum
mixture models, the model apparently containing more phys-
ics was less accurate: this demonstrates the importance of
including the correct physics.

B. Pressure-irradiance relation for laser ablation

A simple measure of the response of a material to irradia-
tion by a laser is to calculate relations between the laser
irradiance and the pressure induced in the material. A laser
pulse of constant irradiance does not generally induce a con-

stant shock pressure, but it was found previously for nano-
second duration pulses on elements that a region of relatively
slowly varying pressure was produced behind an initial pres-
sure spike[7]. The experiments on NiAl used samples which
were too thick to allow this pressure to be determined di-
rectly, e.g., from the free surface velocity, but radiation hy-
drodynamics simulations of the pressure-irradiance relation
are a useful way to compare different sets of models.

The initial spatial mesh inHYADES was set up to increase
geometrically, to allow adequate resolution of the material to
be ablated. The cell closest to the surface was 5 nm wide;
successive cells were expanded by 5% moving away from
the surface. This resolution was found previously[7] to give
numerically converged shock profiles in the condensed
sample. The flux limiter was set to 0.03 of the free stream
value — a common choice for simulations of this type[16].
The irradiance was ramped up and down over 0.1 ns to
maintain stability in the simulations.

The EOS in the ablation region was modeled by each of
the mixture EOS described above; the EOS in the bulk solid
material was theab initio quantum mechanical construction.
Opacities for radiation diffusion were again modeled using
the mixture models. Conductivities for laser deposition and
heat conduction were calculated using several different ion-
ization models: Saha, Thomas-Fermi, and average atom
[5,8,18].

Similar computational studies on ablative loading of ele-
ments indicated that radiation transport could be omitted for
elements of atomic number up to that of Fe at least, giving
simulations with the same temperature for ions, electrons,
and radiation[17]. To reduce the number of alternative ma-
terial models to evaluate at once, the base line model chosen
for sensitivity studies comprised QEOS for the EOS and
Thomas-Fermi ionization. The sensitivity to EOS was then
investigated by comparing pressure-irradiance relations with
the mixture model EOS substituted in the ablation region.
Problems were encountered with the mixture EOS con-
structed according to the SESAME prescription, the van der
Waals loops causing imaginary sound speeds which halted
the simulation. The pressure-irradiance relations for NiAl

FIG. 2. Comparison between principal shock Hugoniot pre-
dicted using different continuum mixture models and flyer impact
data.

FIG. 3. Comparison between principal shock Hugoniot pre-
dicted usingab initio quantum mechanics, SESAME procedure in-
corporatingab initio Hugoniot, and flyer impact data.
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were compared with the relations calculated for elemental Ni
and Al. One would expect the relation for NiAl to differ
somewhat from that of its constituent elements, but not to
deviate very far. The relation for Al was validated previously
by comparing radiation hydrodynamics simulations with the
velocity history measured at the free surface of thins25 mmd
foils. The relation for Ni was not tested experimentally, but
was similar to that for Fe, which was tested in the same way
as for Al. All of the alloy simulations gave relations which
were significantly lower in pressure than that for Ni and Al
over most of the irradiance range considered, though the re-
lations converged for high irradiance. The relation from the
equal compression EOS was significantly lower than that
from the other two EOS, which were reasonably consistent
with each other(Fig. 4).

Simulations were then made using the constant number
density EOS and no radiation transport, changing the ioniza-
tion model used to calculate conductivities. The pressure-
irradiance relations were fairly similar with Thomas-Fermi,
Saha, or average atom ionizations. Again, all were signifi-
cantly lower than the relations calculated for elemental Ni
and Al over most of the irradiance range but converged at
high irradiance(Fig. 5).

Finally, simulations were performed using the constant
number density EOS and Thomas-Fermi ionization, and
opacity calculated using the partial pressures or constant
number density model. Incorporating radiation transport by
the inclusion of either opacity model brought the pressure-
irradiance relation predicted for NiAl much closer to that for
Ni and Al (Fig. 6).

Based on this sensitivity study, the most plausible repre-
sentation for the properties of NiAl in the ablation region of
radiation hydrodynamics simulations was Thomas-Fermi
ionization, and EOS and opacity calculated using the con-
stant number density model. The pressure-irradiance relation
was not very sensitive to the substitution of Saha or average
atom calculations of the ionization, nor to the use of QEOS
or the equal pressures mixture model for the EOS. However,
Thomas-Fermi ionization was found to be accurate over a
wider range of atomic numbers and states than the other
ionization models when applied to elements, and the constant

number density model allows both the EOS and opacity to be
calculated self-consistently. This model is also computation-
ally efficient, which may be important for future studies in
which species are permitted to diffuse at different rates.

C. TRIDENT shot 15405

A more direct test of the accuracy of the models is to
simulate the velocity history at the free surface of a sample
of NiAl subjected to ablative loading. TRIDENT shot 15405
was chosen; the target comprised two crystals of NiAl
mounted side by side: one cut with its surface parallel to
s100d and the other parallel tos110d. The crystals were 267
and 266mm thick, respectively. The field of view of the
VISAR and streak camera were set to record the arrival of
the shock wave in both samples(Fig. 7).

These samples were hydrodynamically thick, in the sense
that the transit time of the shock wave through the sample
was long compared with the duration of the laser pulse. After

FIG. 4. Comparison between irradiance-pressure relations pre-
dicted for NiAl using Thomas-Fermi ionization, no radiation trans-
port, and different equations of state.

FIG. 5. Comparison between irradiance-pressure relations pre-
dicted for NiAl using the constant number density mixture equation
of state and no radiation transport, for different ionization models.

FIG. 6. Comparison between irradiance-pressure relations pre-
dicted for NiAl using the constant number density mixture equation
of state and Thomas-Fermi ionization, for different opacity models.
The curves for partial pressures and constant number density opac-
ity models are close to one another.
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the end of the laser pulse, the plasma plume expands and
dissipates, and a rarefaction propagates from the ablation
surface, relieving the stress induced by the ablative loading,
and usually traveling faster than the shock. In thick samples,
the rarefaction can overtake the shock before it reaches the
opposite surface of the sample, causing the shock to decay in
amplitude as it propagates further through the sample. For a
weak or decaying shock, the constitutive properties of the
material should be included in simulations, as well as the
EOS. The flyer impact experiments performed to test the
EOS also allowed the plastic flow properties to be estimated
for crystals cut in the(100) orientation[3]. Thus only the
(100) sample from shot 15405 was selected for detailed
simulations.

The irradiance history delivered to the sample was in-
ferred from beam measurements to be around 0.1 PW/m2

(Fig. 8). The irradiance history was simplified slightly to
remove small-scale oscillations which can sometimes cause
numerical problems, and was applied in the radiation hydro-
dynamics simulation. We have found previously that filtering
out features shorter than 200 ps or so in the irradiance his-
tory has little effect on the state in the sample at depths

greater than a few microns. With samples as thick as the
NiAl crystals, the effect on the free surface velocity history
was negligible. From the radiation hydrodynamics simula-
tions, the pressure history was estimated 1mm into the
sample. At these relatively low irradiances, the simulated
pressure history exhibited some spikes and high frequency
oscillations, probably caused by the sequential ablation of
individual computational zones. Again, unphysical features
were smoothed out of the history before using it as a bound-
ary condition for subsequent calculations(Fig. 9).

The calculated pressure history was used as a time-
dependent applied pressure boundary condition for con-
tinuum mechanics simulations of the sample, incorporating
an elastic-plastic model for the constitutive response of NiAl
in the (100) direction. Because the shock was decaying, the
structure around the shock peak was sensitive to mesh reso-
lution, particularly on the rising edge of the shock. A zone
size of 0.5mm was found to give a converged peak velocity
and a reasonably short shock rise time. These simulations
were used to predict the free surface velocity history. Using
the set of models deduced above to be appropriate for abla-
tive loading of a compound, the velocity history agreed well
with the peak velocity and duration of the velocity excursion
measured using the line VISAR on shot 15405(Fig. 10).
There was some uncertainty in the absolute timing calibra-
tion on these thick samples because the train of fiducial
pulses had decayed to a level too low to be visible before the
arrival of the shock wave, so for purposes of comparison the
experimental record was shifted in time to match the arrival
time in the simulation. The experimental record exhibited
small-amplitude oscillations in velocity which were artefacts
of the particular streak camera used. The experimental record
also exhibited a decrease in deceleration at the end of the
shock event, resulting in a higher velocity at late times than
in the simulation. This difference is probably caused by spall
or tensile damage in the sample; spall was neglected in these
simulations.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A method was devised for simulating ablative laser load-
ing experiments on alloys and compounds, for which the

FIG. 7. Line VISAR record from TRIDENT shot 15405, show-
ing fringe displacement(corresponding to velocity change) as shock
waves reached the surface in NiAl crystals of different orientation.
One complete fringe displacement equates to an acceleration of
800 m/s. The field of view was<1.6 mm wide.

FIG. 8. Irradiance history applied to NiAl(100) sample in TRI-
DENT shot 15405, and simplified irradiance history used in radia-
tion hydrodynamics simulations.

FIG. 9. Pressure history predicted to occur 1mm from the ab-
lation surface in TRIDENT shot 15405, simplified for use as bound-
ary condition in continuum mechanics simulation.
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equation of state and transport properties may not be well
established in the plasma regime. The computational domain
of the sample material was split into a thin region at the
ablation surface in which the material was represented using
the best available plasma model, and the bulk of the sample
in which the best available condensed phase model was used.
The model used in the ablation region should also exhibit
reasonable behavior for condensed material: an initial den-
sity and shock compressibility accurate to of order 10%.

Radiation hydrodynamics simulations otherwise used the
same models as were found previously to be valid for ele-
ments in the same regime: laser pulses of order nanosecond
duration and irradiance 0.1 to 100 PW/m2, giving sustained
pressures between,1 and 100 GPa. The models included
Thomas-Fermi ionization for calculating conductivities and
three temperature hydrodynamics(ion, electron, and radia-
tion) in the plasma plume. The simulations were more sen-
sitive to the inclusion or omission of radiation transport than
was found for elements.

Several mixture models were investigated for the interme-
tallic compound NiAl, intended primarily for the plasma re-

gion. All were somewhat too soft when used to predict the
equation of state of solid NiAl, underscoring the need to split
the computational domain into “mainly ablated” and “never
ablated” regions. The best simulations were obtained using
the constant number density mixture model for the equation
of state and radiation opacity. Significant variation was found
when using different mixture models, or when neglecting
radiation transport.

Detailed simulations of the ablative loading of a NiAl
crystal were performed. Using the radiation hydrodynamics
model developed above, the predicted velocity history at the
free surface of the sample was in good agreement with ex-
perimental data.
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